Spoken term detection with DTW involves matching a query sequence W = [w1, w2, . . . wL] with a subsequence of the document X = [x1, x2, . . . xT ]. In text-based KWS, following the method of [14] , the vectors of the query sequence come from a finite alphabet, Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q C }, whose elements correspond to linguistic units such as phones, and which are concatenated to obtain the query sequence. The subsequence dynamic
State of the art vocabulary-independent spoken term detection methods are typically based on variants of the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm since DTW, being based on acoustic sequence matching, allows robust retrieval in settings with scarcity of linguistic resources. However, the DTW comes with a high computational cost which limits its practicality in a deployed server. To this end, we investigate the efficacy of subsampling and propose a neural network architecture to reduce the computational load of DTW-based keyword search. We use a time-subsampled RNN to reduce the frame rate of the document as well as the dimensionality of representation while training it to maintain the cost incurred along the DTW alignment path, thus allowing us to reduce the computational complexity (both space and time) of the search algorithm.
Experiments on the Turkish and Zulu limited language packs of the IARPA Babel program show that the proposed methods allow considerable reduction in CPU time (88 times) and memory usage (18 times) without significant loss in search accuracy (0.0270 ATWV). Moreover, even at very high compression levels with lower search precision, high recall rates are maintained, allowing the potential of multi-resolution search. Index Terms: keyword search, dynamic time warping, multiresolution signal processing
Introduction
Keyword search (KWS) involves the retrieval of a written query within a spoken archive. Given a query provided as a string of words in orthographic form and a collection of spoken utterances, the task is to determine if any of the utterances contain the query, the temporal location (within 500 ms) of any such detections, and a confidence score for each detection. A queryindependent threshold below which detections are disregarded as false alarms is also required from a KWS system. KWS is typically conducted by using an LVCSR system to transcribe the document into compact representations such as lattices [1] or confusion networks [2] , which are then converted into an inverted index [3] on which the query can be efficiently searched. One drawback of this approach, especially in low resource settings, is the vocabulary constraint that comes with it. Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms such as neologisms, rare names and morphological inflections that are not in the training vocabulary are ordinarily irretrievable.
OOV terms are usually handled by using subword units such as syllables, morphs, multigrams or even phones instead of whole words and leveraging the much larger vocabulary coverage of such units to retrieve the OOV words [4, 5, 6] . Another method of OOV term retrieval involves searching for similarsounding in-vocabulary (IV) "proxy" words instead of the original OOV ones [7, 8] . The proxy approach has an advantage of not requiring the generation of a second, subword, index. Lexicon expansion methods [9, 10] have also been applied, although the effectiveness of such methods naturally depends on how well they are able to preemptively cover the OOV terms without knowing them. DTW has also been used been used for vocabulary independent term retrieval in the context of both query-byexample (QBE) [11, 12, 13] and keyword search [14, 15] .
Using DTW for KWS involves representing the document in a vector space (e.g. posteriorgrams from a DNN), learning a mapping from phonemes to vectors in that space, and then aligning such representations so that, in effect, the search becomes QBE. While this method outperforms proxy keywords [14] and, as we'll show, subword OOV retrieval, its practicality is impeded by the computational cost of the DTW algorithm, which is linear (memory and CPU) in the lengths of both the query and document sequences.
Several methods have been proposed for reducing the computational load of DTW. One approach involves computing a cheaper lower bound to the DTW [16, 17] . Another technique involves computing coarse DTW on segments obtained using hierarchical agglomerative clustering [18] or posteriorgram averages [19] . Another framework uses randomized bit signatures to reduce the local computation has [20] . Overall, these frameworks leverage the properties of the document subspace to do a cheap search and using it to obtain candidates for a second-pass, finer DTW search.
In this paper, we investigate the use of document subsampling to improve the computational efficiency of DTW in the context of keyword search, and show that it reduces the computational load considerably without much loss in actual term weighted value (ATWV). Furthermore, we propose an RNNbased subsampling framework from which we obtain a low dimensional document vector representative of a sequence of higher dimensional ones, thus allowing us to further increase the efficiency of the search. Although the RNN architecture does not improve the simple subsampling in terms of ATWV, it does in terms of both memory usage and CPU efficiency. Experiments on the IARPA Babel Turkish and Zulu limited language packs (LLP) show that compared to a baseline without any subsampling, the proposed framework results in an 88times speedup in search time and 18 times average memory usage reduction at the expense of 0.0270 reduction in average ATWV. Moreover, after compression, we maintain a high recall rate as evidenced by the average supremum term weighted value (STWV) of 0.7774, leaving room for search at finer resolution if needed. time warping (sDTW) algorithm [21] is used for matching. The algorithm uses a frame distance function F (·, ·) to compute an optimal alignment path, Π, between W and subsequences of X and returns a score:
Methodology
We use the extended distance metric learning (EDML) network of [22] to learn the document representation X and the query alphabet Q with a distance function defined as
where c is a bias term that is learned during the original metric learning framework. Note that the proposed framework is not bound to this representation. In fact, all we require are the query alphabet, the document representation and the distance function between them, all of which are already required for sDTW-based KWS anyway. With ordinary document subsampling, we would take one out of every k samples to obtain a new document representation,X = [x1,x2, . . .x T k ] wherext = x tk . In the proposed subsampling neural network (sNN), shown in Figure 1 , we use a gated recurrent unit (GRU) RNN with temporal pooling to reduce the frame rate and a pair of linear transformations to further reduce the dimensionalities of the document and query representations. We train the entire network with an objective to minimize the difference between the average DTW cost that each query frame incurs before and after the subsampling.
sNN Training
For a given training segment, X = [x1, x2, . . . xT ], of the document and an element, q ∈ Q from the query alphabet, the pairwise distance between q, and every element of X is a sequence d(q) ∈ R T such that di(q) = F (xi, q). First, we form another sequenced(q) ∈ R T /k , of average distortions such that:d
and train the network to predict this sequence.
We use a GRU (the default flavor described in [23] ) with one hidden layer which takes X as its input and outputs another sequence, Y , of the same length. We use average pooling across time to reduce the length to T /k. With two linear transformations, W1 and W2 respectively, Y and q are transformed to have the same dimensionality. A function F (·, ·) is used to compute the pairwise distances between q and the elements of Y :
The objective function that we then minimize is:
Although we choose F (·, ·) to have the same form as F (·, ·) in Equation (2), note that the only limitations on F (·, ·) are that it be differentiable and have a range that covers that of F (·, ·). For instance, we could have chosen another
The training is done using Adam [24] with an initial learning rate of 10 −3 , which is reduced by half whenever the validation loss stalls for more than six training epochs.
sNN pre-search processing
Before search, we pre-compute Y and the set of {q }. This is done offline and ensures that at search time, the only computations we have to deal with are strictly DTW computations. Note that with this framework, we have control over the frame rate (by choice of k) and the dimensionality of the stored representations (by choice of the shapes of W 1 and W2).
Experiments and Discussion
In this section, we describe the experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of the subsampling method described in the previous section. First we describe the dataset and features used to conduct the experiments as well as the metrics used to measure the system performance. Then we provide a desciption of the baseline and compare between it to other OOV-handling methods. Finally, we show the performance of the subsampling methods under various frame rates and feature dimensionalities.
Dataset and feature description
We experiment on the limited language pack (LLP) data from the IARPA Babel Program [25] which contains ten hours of conversational telephone speech for training in each language. Specifically, we use the Turkish 1 and Zulu 2 as our test languages and 19 of the other languages for training a multilingual neural network for feature extraction. The multilingual network is then finetuned on each test language and used to obtain posteriorgrams. Using the EDML network described in [22] , we obtain 200-dimensional embeddings for DTW-based keyword search from the posteriorgrams.
In addition to the training set, each language also has a 10hour development (Dev) set for tuning, as well as a 5-hour evaluation (Eval) set on which search is conducted. All the results provided except for those in Section 3.6 are on the Dev set.
Evaluation metrics
We use the term weighted value (TWV) to evaluate the goodness each system's search results. Given a set of terms, Q and a threshold, θ, the TWV is defined thus:
where Pmiss(q, θ) and P fa (q, θ)) are the probabilities of misses and false alarms respectively, and β = 999.9 is a parameter that controls the relative costs of false alarms and misses. On the Dev set, we report the maximum term weighted value (MTWV) which is the TWV evaluated at the value of θ that maximizes it, and for the Eval set, we report the ATWV which is computed using the threshold learned on the Dev set. Additionally, we report the Eval set STWV, which is the MTWV computed with the cost of false alarms set to zero, and hence provides a measure of recall. Further discussion of the TWV metrics can be found in [26] and [27] .
In addition to these accuracy measures, we also report two efficiency measures for the DTW-based systems compared to tge baseline system, namely: the speedup in search time, and the reduction in the memory required to store the document.
Baseline system
The baseline system uses the 200-dimensional features obtained from the distance metric learner for DTW-based search. Figure 2 shows the MTWV obtained for the baseline on OOV terms when compared with other OOV handling methods. We see that it provides average MTWV improvements of about 0.06 and 0.20 on the subword and proxy methods respectively. However, the other two methods involve constructing an (FST-based) index offline, thus ensuring that the actual search is quite fast. Figure 3 shows the impact of duration statistics on query construction for the baseline system (note that this figure, unlike Figure 2 , includes all terms, and not just OOV terms). The method described in [14] requires that the query sequence be generated by repeating each phoneme representation before concatenating them. This ensures that the constructed queries are approximately as long as they are in the document. The repetitions are done using duration statistics obtained from the training alignments. From Figure 3 , we see that using these repetitions is crucial for good KWS performance, with an MTWV 1 babel105b-v0.4 (dev:kwlist, eval:kwlist2) 2 babel206b-v0.1e (dev:kwlist3, eval:kwlist4) drop-off of about 0.13 when they are ignored in favor of a query representation that uses one frame per phone. Note that the exclusion of duration statistics, although detrimental to MTWV, is good for runtime since the DTW algorithm is linear in both document and query length. In the remaining experiments, we use the one-frame-per-phone setup to take advantage of this efficiency, and show that subsampling the document makes up for the omission of duration statistics.
Impact of frame rate reduction
With the document (and query) dimensionality kept at the original 200, and without using duration statistics for query modeling, we investigate the impact of subsampling at various rates. Figure 4 shows an MTWV comparison between ordinary subsampling and subsampling with the sNN approach as well as the baseline (with and without duration statistics). We observe that both methods initially give MTWV values similar to the baseline with no duration statistics. As the subsampling rate is increased (and the queries' durations approach their durations in the document), they both improve and are only slightly worse than the DTW with query duration statistics despite the considerable improvement in efficiency. As the rate is further increased, the minimum (DTW alignment) duration of each query frame becomes too large, and the MTWV deteriorates, although the sNN peaks earlier than ordinary subsampling (k = 3) vs. (k = 5) and hence provides less computational improvement.
Impact of dimensionality reduction
With the subsampling rate set to k = 3, we attempt to further improve the sNN DTW efficiency by reducing the dimensionality of the stored representations, thus reducing the memory cost as well as the CPU cost of the inner product-based distances. Note that we are able to control this by choosing the shapes of W1 and W2 (see Figure 1 ) accordingly. Figure 5 shows the MTWV as the dimensionality is reduced from its original 200. We see that further memory and CPU improvements are achievable without loss in MTWV. For the Eval set experiments reported below, we choose D = 33 (6 times further improvement in memory efficiency).
Eval-set results
Using the parameters tuned on the Dev set, we conduct the Evalset DTW-based search and show the results in Table 1 .
We observe that subsampling makes the search about 54 times faster compared to the baseline, at a loss of about 0.0181 ATWV. With neural network-based subsampling, we get average speedup up to 88 times, at about 0.0270 loss in average ATWV. Thus we're able to search in about 0.05 seconds/query/document-hour before parallelization. Furthermore, we notice high recall rates on the subsampled search systems (higher even than the baseline); thus, there is a poten- tial for using these systems as a first pass search mechanism on whose results finer search can be further conducted.
Conclusions
In this work, we investigate the use of subsampling to improve the efficiency of DTW-based KWS and show its feasibility as a technique to significantly improve both CPU and memory efficiency with negligible loss in ATWV. Futhermore, we propose an RNN-based sampling method with which we further reduce the computational cost by learning a low-dimensional, low frame-rate representation that maintains DTW fidelity. In future work, we shall study this method in the context of infinite query alphabet search as in QBE e.g. by subsampling both the query and document as they are, or by learning a finite alphabet for the query and performing the search as in this work.
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